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EC Fans Improve Energy Performance 
within “Micro” Data Centre Facility

Johnson Controls Automotive are the UK’s leading manufacturers of car 
seat technology. Due to continued demand a new manufacturing facility  
was built to accommodate expanded production capacity in Halewood  
near Liverpool.

As part of this project Workspace Technology designed and built a new 
“Micro” data centre to support local I.T facilities within the new Johnson 
Controls Automotive facility. Whilst I.T demands were relatively modest 
with six equipment racks and less than 15kW of total critical load this 
does not mean data centre designs should be compromised.

Cooling Selection – GEA Multi-Denco DMA30
GEA Heat Exchangers latest generation Multi-Denco down flow perimeter 
cooling unit was a natural section for this facility. The Multi-Denco DX 
CRAC units manufactured in the UK by GEA Heat Exchangers supports 
cooling capacities ranging from 9.6kW to 119kW.

Workspace Technology calculated that by deploying the DMA30 model 
which supports 27kW cooling capacity in N+1 load sharing mode this 
would deliver peak energy efficiency for Johnson Controls Automotive.

EC Fan Technology
Air movement is delivered using high efficiency EC fan technology. These 
fans use significantly less energy than conventional fan technology. EC 
technology allows continuous adjustment of fan speeds as required to 
support data centre cooling demands. Due to the “Cube Law” whilst 
operating in N+1 mode the fans only need to operate at a fraction of 
the normal operating speed. Based on 25% load the fan energy curve is 
reduced to 1.56% of full speed energy (0.25 x 0.25 x 0.25).

Workspace Technology’s Data Centre Solutions design team has 
taken maximum advantage of this design principle, sharing the load 
across two fans under normal operating conditions. By implementing 
hot aisle containment, blanking panels, floor grommets and 400mm 
raised access floor Workspace Technology’s design team successfully 
delivered a PUE3 of 1.2 based on 15kW I.T load for Johnson Controls 
Automotive.



100% Freecool Operation is Delivered  
Due to Exceptional Performance of  
CRAC Chilled Water Cooling Coils 

Host Europe Group delivers a range of hosting products to clients from 
around the world. The core business includes delivery of highly secure 
infrastructure as well as it’s individually managed hosting solutions for 
demanding Internet applications.  Workspace Technology designed and 
built a 2MVA 220 rack Tier III plus data facility for the Group.

Exceptional PUE Performance
Typical PUE figures associated with perimeter based cooling are >1.4. 
Workspace Technology challenged this barrier by selecting Ultra-Denco 
highly efficient chilled water based Computer Room Air Conditioning 
(CRAC) units manufactured in the UK by GEA Heat Exchanges. 
Careful sizing and selection of coils meant that cooling duties under 
normal operational mode could be achieved at 21ºC chilled water flow 
temperatures.  By combining CRAC’s with cooling tower technology, low 
energy pumps, high performance heat exchange module and EU fan 
technology Workspace Technology was able to ensure that minimum 
energy and maximum free cooling was obtained for Host Europe 
Group. With a measured PUE3 reading of < 1.2 the design goals were 
accomplished.

Chilled Water Coils
The Ultra-Denco CRAC units benefit from component optimisation.  
By repositioning the fan into the raised floor this reduces static regain 
losses and saves up to 61 percent of power consumption when  
compared to a conventional chilled water perimeter cooling system.  
The Ultra-Denco systems are designed with a large, high performance 
6-row cooling coil which delivers minimal pressure drops and permits 
longer maintenance intervals. 

The design supports greater efficiencies at elevated water temperatures. 
All components within the water circuit, such as cooling coil, valves and 
pipework have been specifically designed and selected for the minimum 
possible waterside pressure drops. Because the fans in this configuration 
only pull air over the unit the main cabinet is not under pressure. This leads 
to increased air tightness and reduced possibility of air leakage. Service 
access is exclusively from the front of the unit, thus ensuring simple 
maintenance procedures.

Energy Efficient By Design
Workspace Technology deployed a total of 12 Ultra Denco Units per data 
hall delivering a total 840kW N+1 cooling capacity per room. Workspace 
Technology implemented a complete turnkey installation including chilled 
water circuits, cooling tower and backup chiller circuits.



Workspace Technology’s Rack Hosting 
Division Installs DMA130 Multi-Denco

Workspace Technology has invested in its very own Rack Hosting, 
co-location data centre facility to address the demands of clients in the 
greater midlands area for high quality rack co-location services.

Officially opened by Andrew Mitchell MP for the Royal Town of Sutton 
Coldfield, Workspace Technology’s “DC1” is a 2MVA 250 rack 
contemporary energy efficient co-location facility. 

To provide the required flexibility and to enable the decoupling of cooling 
from rack deployments, perimeter cooling technology was the preferred 
choice. Workspace Technology selected the Multi-Denco DMA130 
system capable of delivering 119kW Net Sensible Cooling capacity.

The “next generation” Multi Denco units feature:
Electronic Expansion Valves which decrease condensing temperature 
at low ambient temperatures enabling energy savings as compared to 
traditional thermostatic expansion valves. 

Copper/Aluminium High-Performance Heat Exchanger with 
corrugated fins which are designed for optimal air pressure drops.

High Efficiency EC Motor Plug Fan with 7 backward curved, three-
dimensional profiled blades made from high-performance composite 
material deliver exceptional energy performance. 

Touchscreen Display Microprocessor Controls fitted with various 
interfaces for building management systems provide excellent flexibility 
supporting a wide range of applications.

Inverter Speed-Controlled Scroll Compressor adjusts to requirements 
with R-410A refrigerant for efficient operation. The DMA130 units are fitted 
with dual compressors supporting a total cooling capacity 130kW.

Hot Corridor
Workspace Technology’s design team cleverly implemented a “hot 
corridor” arrangement which delivered virtually 100% air flow efficiency 
complementing CRAC unit performance. An overall annualised PUE3 
performance of <1.23 has been achieved.



Perimeter Cooling Technology Focus

Ten years ago perimeter based Computer Room Air Conditioning 
(CRAC) was the cooling of choice for the vast majority of data centre 
installations. Following the successive introduction of alternative 
technologies including In-Row, Rear Rack, Overhead, and Free Air 
Cooling systems the choice of cooling technology has increased 
significantly over the past decade.

One of the key principles of alternative technology is that by moving the 
cooling closer to the I.T load this will help reduce energy consumption 
through reduced fan power.

Whilst alternative cooling technologies have gained ground and do 
account for approximately 40% of new installations the overall growth in 
data centre capacity has compensated and helped maintain the volume 
of perimeter CRAC unit deployments.

Why Do We Still Relay on Perimeter Cooling
Perimeter cooling offers greater flexibility over closely coupled 
technology such as In-Row and Rear Rack systems. Perimeter CRAC 
cooling enables the independent deployment of equipment racks and 
cooling systems. This approach is still predominant in co-location and 
larger data centre environments.

The introduction of aisle containment and dynamic control functions 
in the late noughties has helped maintain the continued demand for 
perimeter based CRAC cooling technology. 

With the introduction of state of the art EC cooling fans, variable 
compressors, high efficiency coils “next generation” perimeter CRAC 
units more than stand their ground against the newcomers on the block 
delivering excellent energy efficiency. 

Good Data Centre Design Practice
Through effective data centre design next generation low energy CRAC 
units can deliver a very credible PUE performance (sub 1.25). Typically 
new builds are designed especially to support the maximum efficiency of 
airflow. 

Examples of good design as outlined within these case studies 
include the forming of “hot corridors” which provide a direct link with 
hot aisles helping simplify airflow arrangements. When combined with 
aisle containment, underfloor air barriers, blanking panels and N+1 
arrangements perimeter cooling will hold its ground well against “directly 
coupled” alternative cooling technology.



Making the difference
Connecting with our clients
The value that Workspace Technology can deliver to the customer 
experience is our complete understanding of data centre infrastructure 
including its products and services.

By engaging with you and taking the time to understand your business 
and performance related issues, Workspace Technology is able to 
effectively address the demands of your business.

Workspace Technology welcomes this opportunity to connect with you 
as a valued customer. We would like to share our vision and expertise 
through a partnership approach. Our ability to deliver integrated, 
scalable, energy efficient solutions has made us the preferred choice for 
many public sector and commercial businesses today.

Operating throughout the UK, Workspace Technology offers clients an 
enthusiastic and refreshing approach, combined with teamwork that 
takes performance and service to new levels of excellence.

Further details of Workspace Technology’s Freecool® products  
and services can be found at www.workspace-freecool.com  
or visit www.workspace-technology.com.
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